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With global warming, the probability of summer compound hot and dry extreme (CHDE)
days, which are higher risk compared with single-factor extreme events, increases in some
regions. However, there have been few studies on the winter precursor signals of such
events. In this study, we found that summer CHDEs have generally increased in the last
20 years, with the increases in the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River region
and Southwest China being more than double those in other regions of China. The
dominant mode of summer CHDEs in China is characterized by more hot–dry days in the
Yangtze–Huaihe River Basin (YHRB). Importantly, we found that there is an obvious cross-
seasonal relationship between the first mode of winter snow cover in the Northern
Hemisphere (NH) and summer CHDEs in China. When the mode of winter snow cover
in the NH is in a positive phase with a negative-phase Arctic Oscillation (AO), i.e., more
snow cover in Europe, Northeast China, and the northern United States, and less snow
cover in central Asia and the midlatitudes in winter, more CHDEs in China in the following
summer. Compared with the signals from the AO, these signals from winter snow can be
better stored and transmitted into summer through the snow, soil and ocean, inducing a
northward shift of the upper-level westerly jet and strengthening of South Asia high.
Through the strong dynamic forcing of negative vorticity advection with the change of
westerly jet, the subsidence movement in the western Pacific subtropical high (WPSH)
region is strengthened, resulting in the stable maintenance of the WPSH in the YHRB.
Under the synergy of a remote mid- and high-latitude wave train in summer, which also
relates closely to winter snow cover, more CHDEs ultimately occur in the YHRB of China.
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INTRODUCTION

According to the sixth Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2021), the
global average temperature in the past 10 years was about 1.1°C
higher than that in 1850–1900, and this will result in a general
increase in heat waves and an extension of the warm season. It has
also been reported that drought will be more severe in some areas
in the future, such as East Asia, Western North America, Western
and Central Europe and so on (Leonard et al., 2014; Chen et al.,
2018; Sippel et al., 2018; Ribeiro et al., 2020). This means that the
probability of multivariate compound extreme events is likely to
increase. However, single-variable analyses often underestimate
the combined effects of multi-variable anomalies, and compound
extreme events have become a major challenge for human beings
today and in the future (Dosio et al., 2018; Rasmijn et al., 2018).
Compound hot and dry extremes (CHDEs) in summer are
becoming more frequent under enhanced greenhouse gas
forcing at the global scale, and this trend will continue with
higher global warming (IPCC, 2021). The increasingly frequent
occurrence of CHDEs not only brings great pressure to
transportation, urban water supply, and power supply, but also
affects people’s daily lives and the safety of property. Therefore, it
is not only of scientific significance to study the changes in
CHDEs and their early signals, but it also helps to provide a
reference for meteorological departments to improve the
accuracy of predictions.

Many research results have shown that the occurrence of
CHDEs in summer is often associated with local
land–atmosphere feedback or remote wave activity/warm
advection occurring simultaneously (Haarsma et al., 2015;
Duchez et al., 2016; Miralles et al., 2019; Geirinhas et al.,
2021). On the one hand, local or regional anticyclonic high-
pressure anomalies at mid and upper troposphere have an
important influence on the occurrence of CHDEs in summer
(e.g., You et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2021). A strengthening and
westward extension of the WPSH is conducive to the occurrence
of extreme high-temperature weather in summer in southern
China (Choi and Kim, 2019). Mid–high-latitude blocking highs
associated with previous deceleration of the Atlantic Meridional
Overturning Circulation and cold sea temperatures in the
Atlantic Ocean have also been pointed out in favor of
persistent hot–dry extremes (Haarsma et al., 2015; Duchez
et al., 2016). A recent growth in long-lived heatwaves in China
was reported because of the joint influence of the South Asia high
and the WPSH (Li et al., 2021). On the other hand, remote
anomalies of coupled ocean–land–atmosphere systems in distant
areas also play an important role. The effects of ENSO, polar
vortex, the westerly jets and cross-equatorial flow on hotter and
drier summers cannot be ignored (Coumou et al., 2018; Hao et al.,
2018; Ting et al., 2018; Lim et al., 2019). Hao et al. (2018) used the
results of a logistic regression model to show that El
Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) played an important role
in the occurrence of CHDEs in the warm season in northern
South America, southern Africa, Southeast Asia, and Australia.
Lim et al. (2019) found that the promotion of hot and dry
extremes in Australia resulted from the downward coupling of a

weakened polar vortex to tropospheric levels, where it linked with
the low-index polarity of the Southern Annular Mode, an
equatorward shift of the midlatitude westerly jet stream, and
subsidence and warming in the subtropics. Ting et al. (2018)
indicated the possible role of cross-equatorial flows in an extreme
high-temperature event in southern China in 2016.

However, there have been few studies on the cross-seasonal
precursor signals of compound extreme events. Snow cover and
atmosphere–ocean coupled factors are known to possess long
persistence and “memory”, and therefore have the potential to be
used as the source of predictability of extremes (Saito et al., 2004;
Wu et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2016). Snow can affect both
atmospheric temperature and soil moisture, thereby potentially
relating to subsequent compound anomaly events of temperature
and moisture. Anomalies of soil moisture are often able to last for
a long period and induce changes of the thermal condition on the
land surface, which causes the lagged responses of the
atmosphere. Betts et al. (1994) considered that locally large
soil moisture increased the surface latent heat flux, which was
beneficial to the occurrence of convective precipitation in
summer. Through evapotranspiration, soil moisture can
significantly affect surface air temperature and precipitation
locally and cause transports of dry or wet air from other
regions (Douville, 2002; Seneviratne et al., 2010). Over East
Asia, some studies reported that wet spring soil in the
Yangtze–Huaihe River Basin (YHRB) can lead to a decrease in
summer rainfall in eastern China (e.g., Zhang and Zuo 2011;
Meng et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017a,b). Notable is, anomalies of
spring and summer soil moisture could be induced by previous
anomalies of snow or snowmelt in winter and spring (Vinnikov
and Yeserkepova, 1991; Entin et al., 2000; Zhu and Ding, 2009; Lu
et al., 2020), denoting that the signals of snow cover may be
earlier. Winter snow cover over the Eurasian continent can not
only affect the atmospheric circulation over the Eurasian
continent (Saito et al., 2004; Matsumura and Yamazaki, 2012;
Halder and Dirmeyer, 2016), but can also cause changes in
summer precipitation and temperature over the mid and high
latitudes of Eurasian continent (Prabhu et al., 2017; Wang et al.,
2019).

Some key regions with a large variability of snow could have
impacts on climate in the following seasons. For example, more
snow cover over Eurasia in winter or spring leads to a delayed
increase in surface temperature in spring, resulting in increased
soil moisture in spring and summer (Wu and Kirtman, 2007;
Halder and Dirmeyer, 2016; Wang et al., 2019). More Siberian
snow cover in autumn increase the probability of a strong
Siberian high-pressure ridge and upward atmospheric wave
energy flux, resulting in large rises in polar geopotential
heights, often followed by severe winter weather (Cohen et al.,
2020). Snow cover in northern China and southernMongolia was
pointed out to be a bridge between East Asian winter and summer
monsoons, impacting on a decrease in summer rainfall in the
subtropical China (Lu et al., 2020). Snow cover and soil moisture
anomalies in the Tibetan Plateau (TP) region in winter and spring
can affect summertime drought and flooding in the East Asia,
even remote regions, by regulating local thermal characteristics,
hydrological processes and teleconnection response, thereby
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regulating the upstream and downstream atmospheric circulation
(Chow, et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2016; Qian et al., 2019; Liu et al.,
2020). However, if we focus only on one region without
considering the synergy between multiple regions, it may lead
to inconsistent results. Some studies found that the snow mode
with the spatially synchronous changes and reverse changes in
different regions could have longer persistent influences than
variations of continent-wide or one-region snow cover (e.g., Yim
et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2016). Therefore, the objective of this
paper is to comprehensively consider the snow cover in Eurasia
and TP, and even the changes of snow cover in the whole
northern hemisphere, and to detect whether it has a regular
impact on precipitation in China.

Although these studies have found that pre-seasonal signals
such as snow cover have important effects on or links with
summertime climate anomalies in East Asia, in terms of
summer CHDEs in China, the snow signal in the preceding
winter has rarely been studied. Accordingly, the objective of the
present study was to evaluate the possible relationship between
summer CHDEs and preceding-winter snow cover on the
interannual timescale. The motivation behind this objective
was to help better understand and predict CHDE events.

DATA AND METHODS

Data
We used the fifth major global reanalysis (ERA5) produced by the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (https://
apps.ecmwf.int/datasets), including snow cover, geopotential
height, wind speed, soil moisture, surface temperature, and
relative humidity, with a resolution of 1° × 1° from 1981 to
2020 (Hersbach et al., 2020). Daily air temperature and relative
humidity data were used to calculated CHDEs and then monthly
CHDEs were obtained. Other variables are monthly data.
According to the monthly average data, the seasonal average
of each meteorological factor was obtained. The monthly index of
the Arctic Oscillation (AO) provided by the Climate Prediction
Center of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
of the United States was also employed (https://www.cpc.ncep.
noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/daily_ao_index/ao.shtml).

Calculation of CHDEs
First, to determine the threshold criterias. The air temperature/
relative humidity of the 75th/25th percentile (from small to large)
was used as threadholds (Wu et al., 2019). Second, to determine
the thresholds for climatological 92 days (from 1 June to 31
August). Samples for calculating threshold.

On one day were 600 days (15 × 40; 40 is number of years; 15 is
the sampling window (15 days), corresponding to 7 days on
either side of the target date) (Perkins and Alexander, 2013;
Deng et al., 2019). By moving the 15-days sampling window
forward or backward, we can get consecutive thresholds for
climatological 92 days. Third, to calculate CHDEs. The grid
was then marked as 1 when the temperature was above the
75% threshold and the relative humidity was below the 25%

threshold on one day, which was defined a CHDE day. Finally, it
was extended to all grids in China.

Calculation of Wave Activity Flux
Wave activity flux (WAF), proposed by Takaya and Nakamura
(1997), was used to indicate the propagation of stationary Rossby
waves. The horizontal components of WAF were defined as
follows:

WAF � pcosφ
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where U and V denote the climatological zonal and meridional
wind, respectively; |U| represents the climatological magnitude of
winds; p denotes the pressure scaled by 1000 hPa; ψ’ is the
perturbed geostrophic stream function; and α, λ, and φ are the
square of the Earth’s radius, longitude, and latitude, respectively.

Calculation of East Asian Winter Monsoon
and East Asian Summer Monsoon
There are many calculation methods for the monsoon index. Here,
the East Asian Winter Monsoon (EAWM) proposed by Shi et al.
(1996) is selected, which is defined as the sum of the zonal
standardized sea level pressure difference between 110°E and
160°E in 20°–50°N, and the obtained sequence is standardized
again. The East Asian summer Monsoon index (EASM) is
defined as the differences of 850-hPa zonal wind between the
tropical monsoon trough region (10°–20°N and 100°–150°E) and
the East Asian subtropical monsoon region (25°–35°N and
100°–150°E) (Zhang et al., 2003). For specific data, please see
Supplementary Figure S1.

Statistical Analysis
We performed an empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis on
the summer CHDEs in China and winter snow cover in the
Northern Hemisphere (NH) to derive the spatiotemporal
variability. Prior to the analysis, 9-years Lanczos high-pass filter
is used to remove the low-frequency interdecadal oscillation and
leave the annual oscillation signa. The filtered summer CHDEs,
winter snow cover, geopotential height are also used for subsequent
correlation analysis. After 9-years Lanczos high-pass filter, the
effective degrees-of-freedom of the sample becomes 20 (Pyper
and Peterman, 1998). In addition, linear correlation and
regression analyses were used to detect the statistical connections
between variables. The significance of all the analyses was
determined by the standard two-tailed Student’s t-test.

RESULTS

Spatiotemporal Characteristics of Summer
CHDE Events in China
The occurrence of CHDE events requires the temperature and
humidity to have a certain degree of opposite change in summer.
Figure 1A shows the climatology (average from 1981 to 2020) of
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humidity and temperature in summer in China. It can be seen
that, except over the TP, the temperature in summer is mostly
above 18°C. Especially in Northwest, East, and South China, the
temperature range is 26–32°C. The highest temperature appears
in the Tarim Basin of Xinjiang and Guangdong Province. In
summer, the high-value area of humidity in China is in the area
south of 35°N, showing a spatial distribution pattern of wet in the
south and dry in the north. The highest value of humidity appears
in Guangdong Province, which exceeds 93%. Notably, the
humidity in Xinjiang Province is very low and the temperature
is high, that is, dry and high temperature tend to be coupled,
which may be related to the semi-arid and desert climate in this
region.

Figure 1B shows the summer CHDEs calculated according to
the threshold of the 75th percentile of temperature (from small to
large) and 25th percentile of humidity (from small to large). Most
CHDEs occur in South and Northwest China. This distribution is
similar to the temperature field in summer, but it is quite different
from the distribution of the humidity field (Figure 1A). This
means that the frequency of summer CHDEs has a significant
positive correlation with the temperature background, but the
relationship with the humidity background is more complex.
Because of the warm and dry conditions tend to be easily coupled
in Northwest China, CHDEs therefore occur frequently.
However, Southeast China is also a high-incidence CHDE
area, but has a warm and humid background. This suggests

that CHDEs in this area based on the percentile thresholds are
not caused by the climatological seasonal-mean humidity
background field, but instead are related to the subseasonal
variation and the coupling between heat and drought.

Figure 1C shows the linear trends of summer CHDEs. In the
past 40 years, except over the western TP, the number of CHDEs
in most regions of China generally shows an upward trend. The
maximum trend of CHDEs exceeds 3 days/10 years, implying a
dramatic increase in frequency of CHDE days. The most obvious
upward CHDE trend is in South China, Northwest China, and the
YHRB. Compared with Figure 1B, there is an obvious increasing
trend of CHDEs in North China and the YHRB, but they are not
areas with high frequency, which is deserving of close attention.
Moreover, the spatial pattern of the trend in the TP region is
opposite to the multi-year average state of CHDEs (fewer in the
east and more in the west; Figure 1B). It is worth noting that the
eastern TP is the birthplace of many important rivers, and the
frequency of CHDEs is increasing, which is worthy of high
vigilance. Besides, a significant decrease of CHDEs in the
western TP is noted, although it needs to be further confirmed
due to less observations there, which is consistent with some
studies (e.g., Zhang et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2020).

Figure 1D shows the ratio of CHDEs in the last 20 years
(2001–2020) to the first 20 years (1981–2000). It can be clearly
seen that in many regions of China, the number of CHDE events
in the latter 20 years (2001–2020) has more than doubled

FIGURE 1 | (A) Climatology of average daily temperature (unit: °C) and humidity (unit: %) in summer (June to August) in China from 1981 to 2020. (B)Number (unit:
day), (C) linear trend (unit: day/10 years), and (D) ratio (latter 20 years compared to previous 20 years) of summer CHDE days. Dotted areas in (C) indicate that the linear
trend of CHDEs in these regions exceeds the 95% confidence level.
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compared with the previous 20 years (1981–2000). Also, their
distribution is similar to that in Figure 1C, indicating that the
positive long-term linear trend of CHDEs is mainly due to the
interdecadal growth of CHDEs after 2000.

The distribution and evolution of occurrence days of
CHDEs per decade are shown in Figure 2. From the results
it was found that before the 21st century there were very few
CHDEs in summer, most of which were less than 5 days, and
the large-value area was mainly concentrated in the western
TP. After the turn of the 21st century, however, CHDEs
increased rapidly in North and South China. Then, in the
most recent 10 years, high incidence of CHDEs is mainly
apparent in the YHRB, southwestern China and Xinjiang
Province. Furthermore, it is clear that CHDEs in summer
during the last decade can last for more than 12 days, which
is more than double that in the 1980s.

Dominant Modes of Summer CHDEs in
China and Winter Snow Cover in the NH
Next, we investigated the dominant EOF modes of summer
CHDEs (after detrending) in China to better understand the
spatial and temporal characteristics. As is shown in
Supplementary Figure S2, the first EOF mode (EOF1) of
summer CHDEs in China is very similar to the linear trends
(Figure 1C); both show an increasing trend, and the first
principal component (PC1) possesses clear characteristics of
decadal change, indicating that this mode is likely to reflect
the influence of the global warming signal, 9-years high-pass

Lanczos filter (Duchon 1979) was applied to all original variables
before analyses, to avoid the potential contamination of
interannual relationships by decadal signals. Accordingly, we
calculated the ratio of variance of CHDEs after 9-years high-
pass filter to the variance of the original data (see Supplementary
Figure S3), the result of which was generally more than 80% in
most regions of China. That is, the data after 9-years high-pass
filter retained most of the signals, especially those on the
interannual scale. However, its driving factors and precursor
signals were unclear. Therefore, we next investigated the
dominant mode of the detrended CHDEs and their factors of
influence.

The EOF1 and PC1 of summer CHDEs in China are shown in
Figures 3A, C, respectively, accounting for 13.8% of the total
variance, which is statistically distinguishable from the remaining
higher modes according to the rule of North et al. (1982). This
mode shows that the YHRB (the black box in Figure 3A, 110°E ~
122°E, 28°N ~ 34°N) in China is a large positive-phase region,
while the western TP and southern South China are primary
negative-phase regions. The distributional characteristics are
somewhat different from those of the CHDE trend
(Figure 1C). For example, the anomalies in Yunnan Province
and South China are opposite to those in the Yangtze River Basin,
which also suggests that the driving factor affecting the mode may
not be global warming.

Given that winter snow possesses signal memory, it is one of
the key land surface processes affecting climate anomalies
(Vinnikov and Yeserkepova, 1991; Entin et al., 2000), and
therefore has certain influence on the land surface conditions

FIGURE 2 | The day numbers of summer CHDEs in the (A) 1980s, (B) 1990s, (C) 2000s, and (D) 2010s (units: day).
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and atmospheric circulations in spring and summer (Zhao et al.,
2016). Whether winter snow cover in the NH is related to
summer CHDEs in China—that is, whether the precursor
signal can be found in the winter snow cover—is our main
concern. Therefore, we performed an EOF analysis to extract
the dominant mode of winter snow cover in the NH (after
detrending) and examined the possible relationships with
following-summer CHDEs in China. The first EOF mode of
winter NH snow cover explains 14.7% of the total variance
(EOF1, Figure 3B), and its spatial distribution shows that
when there is more snow cover in Europe, Northeast China,

and North America, there is less snow cover in central Asia and
the midlatitudes (including the TP region). The EOF1 of NH
snow cover is very similar to that in Zhao et al. (2016), who
believed that modemay be closely related to the AO anomaly, and
its signal may have seasonal transmission. The PC1 of NH snow
cover (Figure 3C) shows that the typical positive-phase years
(greater than one standard deviations) are 1997, 2001, 2011, and
2013, often with dry summers in China; and the typical negative-
phase years (less than 1 standard deviations) are 1992, 1998, 2002
and 2012, often with wet summers in China (Supplementary
Figure S4).

FIGURE 3 | (A) The EOF1 of summer CHDEs in China during 1981–2020. (B) The EOF1 of winter snow cover in the NH during 1981–2020. (C) The PC1 of summer
CHDEs (red line) and winter snow cover (blue line) in the NH. (D)Correlation coefficients between the PC1 of winter snow cover and summer CHDEs. Black dots indicate
values significant at the 95% confidence level. Correlation maps between the PC1 of CHDEs and (E) temperature and (F) humidity fields during 1981–2020. (G)
Contribution ratios of temperature and humidity to the CHDEs in the YHRB during 1981–2020 and during 2001–2020 based on a regression of area-averaged
variable over the YHRB (marked by a box in A) against the PC1 of CHDEs.
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Importantly, the two PC1s of 1snow and CHDEs bear some
similarity. It was found that the NH snow cover could explain a
significant fraction of the CHDE variance (r = 0.58, p ＜ 0.01;
Figure 3C) during the period 1981–2020. Statistically, in years
with positive-phase winter snow cover in the NH, the YHRB is
prone to CHDEs in summer. The cross-seasonal correlation

coefficient between them can reach a high level of significance,
indicating that the influence of the first mode of the winter NH
snow cover on summer CHDEs is worth noting and studying.

Figure 3D shows the spatial distribution of the correlation
coefficient between the PC1 of winter NH snow cover and
summer CHDEs, which is similar to the CHDE EOF1 pattern in
Figure 3A. The spatial correlation coefficient of Figures 3A,D is 0.93,
and they are both high values in the Yangtze River Basin and southern
Xinjiang Province. This also suggests that the first mode of summer
CHDEs in China is related to the firstmode of winter NH snow cover.

We further studied contribution of higher temperature and
lower humidity to more summer CHDEs in the YHRB,
respectively, in the last 20 years Figures 3E,F show that
correlation maps between the PC1 of CHDEs and temperature
and humidity fields and Figure 3G is contribution ratios of
temperature and humidity to the CHDEs in the YHRB. High

FIGURE 4 | (A,C)Correlation coefficients between the PC1 of snow cover and (A) 500-hPa geopotential height (shade) and 500-hPa wind (vector), (C) land surface
temperature in winter (B,D). As in (A,C) but for the PC1 of summer CHDEs. Black dots indicate values significant at the 95% confidence level. A positive correlation for
zonal or meridional wind component is denoted by an eastward or poleward arrow, respectively.

TABLE 1 | Correlation coefficients between the PC1s of winter snow cover,
summer CHDEs and the AO, EAWM, and ENSO (Niño3.4) indices in winter for
1981–2020. After/represents the correlation coefficient after removing ENSO.

CHDEs PC1 AO EAWM ENSO

Snow-cover PC1 0.58**/0.57** −0.42**/−0.40** 0.40*/0.38* −0.21
CHDEs PC1 — −0.65**/−0.57** 0.39*/0.36* −0.05

*90% and **95% confidence levels.
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correlations in the YHRB region for both temperature and
humidity implying the first mode of CHDEs is related to both
high temperature and low humidity in the YHRB. For the whole
40 years, temperature/humidity contributed 36%/48% to
variation in the PC1 of CHDEs. However, For the last

20 years, temperature/humidity contributed 45%/47% to
variation in the PC1 of CHDEs. Contribution from
temperature has increased by 9%.

Mechanisms of the relationship between the two dominant
modes of winter NH snow cover and summer CHDEs in China.

Climatic Factors in Winter
In order to analyze themechanismof the relationship between the two
dominant modes of winter snow cover and summer CHDEs, we
verified whether the winter atmospheric circulation pattern associated
with the PC1 of winter snow cover is similar to that of the PC1 of
summerCHDEs.Figures 4A,B show the relationships betweenwinter
500-hPa geopotential height (shade) and wind (vector), and the PC1s
of winter NH snow cover and summer CHDEs, respectively. When

FIGURE 5 | (A,C,E) Correlation coefficients between the PC1 of winter NH snow cover and spring (A) soil moisture, (C) latent heat flux and (E) land surface
temperature. (B,D,F) As in (A,C,E) but for the PC1 of summer CHDEs. Black dots indicate values significant at the 95% confidence level.

TABLE 2 | Correlation coefficients between the EASM index and the PC1s of
winter snow cover and summer CHDEs for 1981–2020.

Winter snow-cover PC1 Summer CHDE PC1

EASM 0.36* 0.38*
Winter snow-cover PC1 — 0.58**

*90% and **95% confidence level.
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the PC1 of winter NH snow cover is positive, there is a large area of
high negative anomalies in Europe, northeastern China, and
northeastern America, while positive anomalies exist in the Arctic,
Central Asia, and the TP (Figure 4A), which are the characteristics of
a negative AO. During a strong negative AO, there is a weak polar
vortex over the Arctic region and a strong East Asian trough, denoting
frequent cold-air activity. However, there is less snow and higher
temperatures over Central Asia and the TP region because of the

anomalous high-pressure system (Figures 4C,D). The correlation
coefficient (R) between the PC1 ofwinterNH snow cover and theAO/
East Asian summer monsoon is −0.42 (p < 0.01)/0.40 (p < 0.01). The
correlation coefficient between the PC1 of summer CHDEs and the
AO/East Asian summer monsoon is −0.65 (p < 0.01)/0.39 (p < 0.01)
(Table 1). Therefore, the EOF1 ofwinterNH snow cover and summer
CHDEs are both closely related to the AO and the EAWM.Moreover,
the distribution in Figure 4B is consistent to that in Figure 4A (the

FIGURE 6 | (A,C,E)Correlation coefficients between the PC1 of winter NH snow cover and (A) soil moisture with time along 115–120°E, (C) summer 200 hPa zonal
wind, and (E) summer total precipitation (shade); 850 hPa wind (vectors). (B,D,F) As in (A,C,E) but for the PC1 of summer CHDEs. Black dots in (A-F) indicate values
significant at the 95% confidence level. A positive correlation for zonal or meridional wind component is denoted by an eastward or poleward arrow, respectively.
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spatial correlation coefficient of Figures 4A,B is 0.88), indicating that
the atmospheric circulation in the precedingwinter affecting the EOF1
of summer CHDEs is highly consistent with the atmospheric
circulation corresponding to the EOF1 of winter NH snow cover,
which are both related to the AO and EAWM.

Besides, the correlation coefficient between the PC1s with
ENSO is not significant. And after removing ENSO, we
recalculated the correlation coefficients and found that they
were still significantly indigenous (Table 1). Therefore, we
believe that the relationship between snow cover and AO/
EAWM at the interannual scale is likely not modulated by
ENSO. Therefore, in the preceding winter of more summer
CHDEs in China, the atmospheric circulation is mainly
characterized by a negative AO. The land surface is mainly

characterized by more snow cover in Europe and northern
East Asia but less snow cover on the TP.

Climatic Factors in Spring
If winter snow cover can affect the summer climate, it is bound to
store and transmit signals in spring. Figures 5A,B show dry (wet)
soil in the YHRB (northeastern China) in spring, which may be
related to the lack (abundant) of snowfall and rainfall in winter as
in Figure 3B. The dry soil in the YHRB causes a decrease in
evaporation and latent heat (Figures 5C,D), which can promote
rising of land surface temperature in spring and higher
temperature (Figures 5E,F). The wet soil in northeastern
China causes an increase in latent heat (Figures 5C,D) and
delays rising of surface temperature due to cooling effect of

FIGURE 7 | (A,C)Correlation coefficients between the PC1 of winter NH snow cover and summer (A) geopotential height (shading) and vertical circulation (vectors),
(C) relative vorticity along 115°N. (B,D) As in (A,C) but for the PC1 of summer CHDEs. The red lines in (A,B) represent 30 m/s zonal wind, which are regressed by high-
value years of the PC1 of winter NH snow cover and summer CHDEs, and the blue lines are regressed by low-value years. Black dots and black vectors indicate values
significant at the 95% confidence level. A positive correlation for meridional or upward wind component is denoted by an poleward or upward arrow, respectively.
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the latent heat and evaporation, inducing a lower temperature
(Figures 5E,F). In addition, weakening of the cold-source effect
in winter and strengthening of the thermal effect (higher surface
temperature) in the spring and summer in the TP are likely
related to less snow in winter (Goswami et al., 2006; Feng and Hu,
2008; Ding et al., 2009; Shen et al., 2011). These temperature
distribution characteristics lead to an intensification of
meridional temperature gradient with cold north China and
warm south China in spring, which can strengthen the
westerlies. This will cause an anticyclonic anomaly and
descending motion in the south side of jet axis, further leading
to more dry soil. This is a positive feedback effect resulting in
gradual amplification in the domain of influence. Obviously,
spring soil could store signals of preceding-winter snow cover,
which can enhance thermal contrast between land and ocean and
change temperature gradient, further affecting the summer
atmospheric circulations, e.g., the summer monsoon and
subtropical highs (Yim et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2020).

Climatic Factors in Summer
Sincethe eastern part of China is a monsoon region, the EASM is an
important factor affecting severe drought and flood disasters in the

YHRBof China.When a strong EASMoccurs, the tropicalmonsoon
trough is usually strong but the subtropical mei-yu front is weaker
and the WPSH is positioned more to the north, resulting in less
monsoon precipitation in the YHRB region of China (Zhang et al.,
2003). In this case, CHDE events occur easily in the YHRB, which
can be statistically verified (Table 2), and the EASM and CHDEs are
highly correlated (r = 0.38). Moreover, there is also a significant
positive correlation between the EASM and the PC1 of winter NH
snow cover (r = 0.36). This suggests that the winter NH snow cover
can affect the intensity of the EASM, which is likely related to the
previous sea–land thermal contrast and cross-seasonal transmission
of the snow signal in soil from winter to summer.

Enhanced land heating due to reductions in snow cover can
result in a subsequent anomalously high ridge in the mid–high
latitudes (Matsumura and Yamazaki, 2012), causing persistent
subsidence and warming. Because the dry (wet) soil leads to
stronger (weaker) heating, and the atmospheric temperature rises
(decreases). Then an increase of meridional temperature gradient
leads to the enhancement of westerly jet, which can cause
anticyclonic shear and high-pressure development on the south
side of jet axis (Figure 6). Soil moisture in the YHRB around 30°N
continued to be dry from spring to summer (Figures 6A,B). In

FIGURE 8 | Correlation coefficients between 500-hPa geopotential height and WAF in summer and (A) the PC1 of winter snow cover and (B) the PC1 of summer
CHDEs. Black dots and black vectors indicate values significant at the 95% confidence level. A positive correlation for zonal or meridional WAF component is denoted by
an eastward or poleward arrow, respectively.
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summer, the range of warm and dry areas was further expanded
(Figure 6), due to the dry–hot positive feedback effect between land
and atmosphere and the thermal difference between sea and land.
Due to the enhancement of plateau heat source in spring and the
decrease of surface cooling and tropospheric thickness in Northeast
China (Figures 5E, F), the upper westerly jet will move northward
and strengthen (Figures 6C,D and Figures 7A,B). The westerly jet is
northerly than usual, and the zonal circulation is stronger, resulting
in the stable WPSH in the northerly position (Figures 8A,B), which
easily results in CHDE events in YHRB. The northward movement
and strengthening of westerly jet are conducive to the formation of
abnormal anticyclonic circulation over the YHRB (Figures 6E,F),
bringing negative vorticity advection (Figures 7C,D), resulting in
enhanced subsidence over the YHRB and suppressed precipitation
(Figures 6E,F), which is conducive to the generation of sunny
weather and the promotion of ground temperature. In addition,
the strengthening of plateau heat source makes the South Asian high
extend eastward (Zhu andDing, 2009). Through the strong dynamic
forcing of upper negative vorticity advection in the right side of exit
of the westerly jet, the subsidence movement in the WPSH region is
strengthened, resulting in the stable maintenance of the subtropical
high and clear and high temperature in YHRB. Therefore, sunny
weather and strong solar radiation in the YHRB result in the surface
absorbing a lot of energy. The dry adiabatic descent in the high-
pressure ridge makes the temperature rise in the YHRB, which is
therefore prone to CHDEs.

In addition to these local thermal factors causing climatic
anomalies, many studies have indicated that the occurrence of
compound extreme events is often associated with the combined
effect of different factors from local and remote regions
(Haarsma et al., 2015; Duchez et al., 2016; Miralles et al.,
2019; Geirinhas et al., 2021). Figure 8A shows that when the
PC1 of the preceding winter snow cover is positive, there is
strong WAF propagating to East Asia in the mid and high
latitudes of Eurasia, and northern Europe–the southern Barents
Sea is the main wave anomaly source. Due to the “+—+”
distribution of 500-hPa geopotential height, there is a strong
high-pressure anomaly over central and northern East Asia. The
features are similar to those in Figure 8B for the PC1 of summer
CHDEs. Strong anomalous wave trains in the mid and high
latitudes are accompanied by pressure anomalies, resulting in
significant high-pressure anomalies in northern East Asia. In
addition, it is worth noting that, in the two maps, the
geopotential height anomalies in East Asia are zonally
extended, indicating that the northward and westward WPSH
is likely related to the wave train anomaly.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

With global climate change, the risk of compound extreme events is
increasing (Ribeiro et al., 2020), which prompted us to study their
precursors and early signals. Some studies have shown that the
enhancement of surface heating in the mid–high latitudes associated
with the Arctic amplification can significantly affect the midlatitude
summer circulation and promote anomalous high pressure in the
troposphere through weakening of midlatitude storm tracks,
northward movement of jets, and amplification of synoptic-scale
quasi-stationary waves (Coumou et al., 2018; Ting et al., 2018). The
occurrence of this positive geopotential height anomaly in the
mid–high latitudes induces dry and hot weather through
subsidence and easterly anomalies of continental origin (Zhang
et al., 2021). These links can be partially confirmed in our work.
For example, when the Arctic amplification characteristics are
obvious, often accompanied by a negative AO, the summertime
climate systems in East Asia, such as the subtropical high and
westerly jet, are positioned northwards, and an upper-troposphere
high-pressure ridge develops. In this case, the midlatitudes of China
are prone to a hotter and drier climate.

Different from the conclusions in previous research, we found for
the first time that there is a significant relationship between the
dominant modes of winter snow cover in the NH and the summer
CHDEs in the YHRB of China. The EOF1 of snow cover shows that
when there is more snow cover in Europe, Northeast China, and
North America, there is less snow cover in central Asia and the
midlatitudes. The snow characteristics are coupled with a negative
AO (Zhao et al., 2016). Besides, it is also likely that summer CHDEs
are related to sea surface temperature anomaly characteristics similar
to the La Niña pattern (Hao et al., 2018). However, the contributions
of sea surface temperature to the relationship between snow cover
and CHDEs in the interannual scale and its mechanism need to be
further analyzed. The signals in winter are likely stored and
transmitted through snow cover, soil, and ocean, which cause
circulation responses in spring and summer, including an
enhancing of the westerlies, promotion of the development of
mid- and high-latitude high systems, weakening the mei-yu front,
resulting in less precipitation in the YHRB of China. At the same
time, anomalous planetary waves from the south side of the Barents
Sea also play a synergistic role, which propagate southeastwards to
induce the WPSH to shift northwards and westwards, thereby
controlling the YHRB and its northern region and resulting in
high temperatures. The anomalous wave trains are closely related
to the EOF1 of winter snow cover, which is consistent with other
relevant studies (Francis and Vavrus, 2012; Screen and Simmonds,
2013); plus, our study further finds that this wave train is also closely
related to summer CHDEs in the YHRB of China. Therefore, the hot
and dry climate in the YHRB in summer can be related to the EOF1
of snow cover and the land–ocean–ice–atmosphere system near the
Arctic in the preceding winter. Besides, the opposite trend in the
western TP, on one hand, is likely associated with changes of
westerlies over the TP (Sun et al., 2020). On the other hand, it
could be related anomaly of the Indian summer monsoon (Zhang
et al., 2017). The characteristics could be shown in correlation
distributions of snow PC1 (Figure 6 and Table 2). Enhance of
the upper westerlies can lead to anomalous divergence in the south of

TABLE 3 |Correlation coefficients of the PC1 of winter snow cover and the PC2 of
spring snow cover with the EASM index and the PC1 of summer CHDEs
during 1981–2020.

EASM Summer CHDEs PC1

Winter AO 0.20 −0.65**
Spring AO 0.14 –0.09
Winter snow-cover PC1 0.36* 0.58**
Spring snow-cover PC2 0.45** 0.49**

*90% and **99% confidence level.
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the upper jet entrance (the western TP), resulting in anomalous
ascending favoring the wetting in western TP. Meanwhile, the
western TP is usually located in the left of the lower jet (usually
related to monsoon), which can intensify ascending and rainfall. And
enhance of the upper westerlies also leads to anomalous anticyclonic
shear in the south of the westerly jet (the eastern TP and the YHRB),
strengthening the high-pressure anomaly and descending.

These precursors in winter—especially the snow
signal—may have potential value for the prediction of
summer heat and drought anomalies. Furthermore, we
conducted an EOF analysis of spring snow cover in the NH
and found that the EOF2 of spring snow cover
(Supplementary Figure S5) is likely a continuation of the
EOF1 of winter snow cover (Figure 3B). They are not only
spatially similar, but their PCs are also highly correlated (r =
0.50, p < 0.01). Moreover, both the winter and spring snow
modes are significantly related to the EASM and summer
CHDEs in China. However, by comparison, the AO, as an
atmospheric signal, shows no robust interseasonal
transmission (Table 3). Therefore, the modes of winter and
spring snow in the NH are more “memorable” than the AO,
and have the potential to be used as predictors for hot and dry
climate conditions in summer in China.

Similaritybetween Supplementary Figure S5 and Figure 3B
implies not only seasonal continuity of snow signals in some key
regions but also the spatial synergy. Both of their spatial distributions
show that when there was more snow cover in Europe, Northeast
China, and North America, there was less snow cover in central Asia
and the midlatitudes (including the TP region). Halder and
Dirmeyer (2016) found that although the snow-albedo effect is
prevalent over western Eurasia, the delayed hydrological effect is
strong and persistent over the eastern part. Yim et al. (2010) found
the second EOF mode of spring Eurasia is dominated by an east-
west dipole structure and this dipole-pattern snow cover has better
persistence and ismore closely related to the EASM rainfall than that
of continent-wide snow cover, which is similar to our conclusion. To
identify the importance of the leading mode of snow cover in the
northern hemisphere and the synergy among snow variations in
multiple key regions, according to the EOF1 of winter snow cover
(Figure 3B), we calculated correlation coefficients between three key
regions (midwestern Europe: 5°–30°E and 45°–55°N, Northeast
China: 110°–135°E and 40°–50°N and northern United States:
85°–115°W and 40°–50°N) of winter snow cover and summer
China CHDEs PC1. It was found that although snow in the key
regionswas all significantly correlatedwith the summerCHDEs PC1
(correlations are from 0.36 to 0.48; Supplementary Table S1), the
correlation coefficient was not as large as that of the PC1 of whole
winter northern-hemisphere snow cover (r = 0.58). So the
synergistic variations of winter snow cover in the northern
hemisphere are likely more important than that of in a single region.

Using percentile event thresholds is a simple and robust way of
placing the current temperature/humidity conditions in the context
of both climatology and variability at a specific location. Though
percentile event thresholds are undeniably a meaningful index, one
should be careful with its interpretation. Firstly, one disadvantage is
the necessity of a robust probability density function on which to
base the percentiles (Ford et al., 2016) and it should be noted that

this method do not provide a physical indication of Droughts/Heat
waves severity. Secondly, this approach may amplify the response of
extreme events to climate change (Klein Tank and Können 2003;
Donat et al., 2013; Sillmann et al., 2013). For southern China, 25th
percentile (from small to large) is still relative humidity value of
about 75%. But if we define 50% relative humidity as an absolute
threshold, the CHDE events will be hardly happen in southern
China. So both the relative and absolute thresholds have weakness. It
deserves to be further studied in the future whether it will be better
andmore reasonable to add an absolute threshold of humidity when
calculate the CHDEs.
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